Unfortunately, accidents in water parks are not such a rarity. They arise, as a rule, because of non-observance of safety measures by the holiday-makers themselves. Sometimes accidents happen in water parks because of technical failures in the work of attractions. So getting injuries on water slides is a fairly frequent phenomenon. Most often, injuries of varying severity are received by children. However, it also happens that a visit to the water park results in an accident with a fatal outcome. Tragedies on the water. Water accidents claim many lives each year. Obviously you will be around water if you are fishing and accidents can happen at any moment, sending you into the water. University of Tartu. 3) organise elimination of the consequences of water accidents and sudden water pollution. University of Tartu. (6) In extraordinary circumstances (natural disasters, water accidents), local governments have the right to restrict industrial use of water of drinking water quality in order to satisfy the domestic needs of the population. Giga-fren.